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New Sanctuary Coalition leverages the strength of our interfaith
belief in equity, fairness, and justice to keep families and

communities together by creating systems of community support
for those navigating the immigration system, aiming to prevent

them from being caught up in the deportation machine.



New Sanctuary Coalition in the words of a Friend:
 

Without NSC, I do not know where I would be. NSC is my family. I was turned away from
so many lawyers before I found NSC. They helped me file for asylum, they accompanied
me to my interview. Even though I am not currently working on my case, I come to Clinic

every Tuesday night. It is the space that I feel most safe, most inspired. It is a space
where I can be more like I was before I came to this country — when I was active in civil

society organizations. NSC gives me hope, gives me breath.

New Sanctuary Coalition in the words of a volunteer:
 

If the government thinks our Friends are outlaws, we know that they are
pioneers of liberty; that the laws they defy are immoral, and their choice to defy
them is righteous. They have earned, not just our admiration, but our obligation

to follow their lead. We are called, those of us with privilege, to follow the
movement that our Friends are leading with their own bodies… 

 
So, when you volunteer in the clinic or the field, you are not performing

humanitarian work -- you are engaged in political action. When you serve
Friends in the Tuesday clinic, or accompany them to their hearings and check
ins, or stand with them in protest -- you are not just helping someone with their
legal case -- you are participating in a political revolution. One that is lead by
our Friends’ superhuman courage and defiance of unjust law, and grown by
the sacrifices and risks made and taken by them on a daily basis. This quiet,

patient, non-violent revolution in which, with each appeal, application and
appointment, they refuse to surrender their right to survive.



Fast Facts 
about New Sanctuary
New Sanctuary turns no one away. We are in many cases the only one
a Friend can turn to when their case has been deemed hopeless due
to past criminal conviction, when a pro bono attorney cannot take on
the hundreds of cases presented to them, or when a deadline within
the next 24 hours requires immediate action. 

 
In every aspect of its work, NSC ensures that those most affected by
racist immigration laws lead the work to dismantle them. The vast
majority of NSC’s staff are immigrants, and the leadership includes
those who were formerly incarcerated, who are queer, and who have
successfully brought their own loved ones out of detention.

 
NSC's model is unique, scalable, and designed to shift power from the
hands of the few (attorneys, judges, etc.) to the hands of the many
(immigrants and their citizen allies.) Trainings, clinics, accompaniments
and other strategic programs and actions simultaneously prepare our
Friends to be their own best advocates and mobilize citizens to
support Friends directly and advocate powerfully with policymakers.

 
NSC's work is comprehensive, collaborative, and grounded in the
essential moral imperatives of care and neighborliness that are part 
of almost every faith tradition. We began as a half dozen
congregations and have grown into a citywide movement with
national reach -- an interfaith network of congregations and
individuals working publicly in solidarity with families and communities
resisting detention and deportation in order to stay together.

 
 
 FOR MORE INFORMATION about New Sanctuary Coalition,

please visit www.newsanctuarynyc.org or email
Marty@newsanctuarynyc.org.


